FACULTY OF DESIGN
Erasmus+ and Bilateral Agreements 2020/21

Allowed activities and selection criteria
approved by resolution of the Council of the Faculty of Design nr. 55/2017 of 16/10/2017.

The maximum amount of credits (ECTS) that students can earn with exchange programs are:

Bachelor in Design and Art, Major in Design: 60

Master in Eco-Social Design: 30

Allowed activities
- Educational activities (teachings) and the related assessment tests (exams)

Commission
The Commission has been approved by resolution of the Council of the Faculty of Design nr. 69/2019 of 14/10/2019:

For students of the Bachelor
President   Prof. A. Benincasa
Vice President   Prof. S. Schmidt-Wulffen
Member   Prof. K. Prey
Substitute   Prof. C. Upmeier

For students of the Master
President   Prof. C. Krois
Vice President   Prof. A. Luke
Member   dr. A. Mattozzi
Substitute   Prof. A. Metzner-Szigeth

Criteria and selection procedures
The Commission will prepare a general list and several rankings divided by destination, considering the following criteria:

For students of the Bachelor

a) Portfolio (max. 55 points):
   Conceptual and functional quality of the works contained in the portfolio (max. 25 points);
   Formal and aesthetic quality of the works contained in the portfolio (max. 20 points);
   Evaluation of the representation techniques and graphic and artisanal preparation of the portfolio (max. 10 points)

b) Average mark (max. 10 points)

c) "Proposal of Learning Activities to carry out abroad" and individual interview - (max. 35 points):
   The student must complete, in English, a "Proposal of Learning Activities to carry out abroad" indicating the reasons for his/her choice and, if applicable, the courses he/she intends to attend at the partner institutions (see the relevant sections in the online application form). In the personal interview and in the Proposal the following factors are evaluated:
The knowledge of the Design scenario of the partner school (max. 15 points);
Knowledge of the partner school and of its philosophy (max. 10 points);
Motivations for the choice of the partner school (max. 10 points)

For students of the Master:

- a) **Interview (max. 40 points):**
  Motivations for the choice of the partner school and its outcomes related to the eco social Design

- b) **Average mark (max. 20 points)**

- c) **Form "Proposal of Learning Activities to carry out abroad" and individual interview - (max. 40 points):**
  Knowledge of the partner school and of its philosophy (see the relevant sections in the online application form).

Students must achieve at least **55 points out of 100** to be included in the ranking.

In case of an equal score, the candidate with the highest average mark will have the priority.
In case of a repeated equal score, the older candidate (calculated on the basis of semesters) will have the priority, since he/she will have gained more project experience.

In case of agreements open for students of the Bachelor in Design and Art and for students of the Master in Eco-Social Design, priority is given to students of the Master in Eco-Social Design (resolution 78/2018).

Student’s Citizenship: if the country of citizenship coincides with the country of the chosen university limited to this choice - the student will be placed on the ranking after students whose nationality does not coincide.

**FACULTY OF DESIGN**

**CALENDAR DEADLINES 2020/21**

- by 17 February: enrolment in the language exams starting on 25 February at the Language Centre (Italian, German, English), if necessary
- by 14 February, at 12 o’clock: enrolment by email language.centre@unibz.it in the language tests (Spanish and French), if necessary
- 17 February: from 3 pm language test in Spanish and French, room A415
- by 6 March, 12 o’clock: deadline for the submission of the online application and hand-delivery of the portfolio at the Faculty secretariat
- 11 March: interviews with the MA Commission
- 16 March: interviews with the BA Commission
- by 20 March: Publication of the rankings
- by 23 March: deadline for the acceptance of the exchange place
- from 24 March: repechage procedures
- by 9 April: meeting for the assignment of the residual places

Upon returning from mobility, students will hand over a "portfolio" to the person in charge of the "International Evening". The portfolio must be delivered in digital format (pdf landscape).

**Secretariat of the Faculty of Design**
The contact person for the Exchange programmes are Mrs. Elena Ghizzo Elena.Ghizzo@unibz.it and Mrs Cristiana Cretone Cristiana.Cretone@unibz.it.